
Session 5:  Documents
• Please read the documents in this PowerPoint in preparation for the 

fifth session.  

• The excerpt from Nicoli’s biography relates to materialism; 
Leonardo Bruni’s Panegyric of Florence and Ficino’s On the Duty of a 
Citizen relate to civic humanism; Petrarch’s On the Ascent of Mt. 
Ventoux relates to appreciation of Nature; Mario Matteo Boiardo’s 
sonnet and Cristoforo Landino’s An Account of the Great Local Artists 
to naturalism. Alberti’s On Painting, Castiglione’s The Courtier, and
Bruni’s comments on education relate to virtù.



Vespasiano on the life of Poggio Bracciolini
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One morning I beheld the sun arise

Out of the waves in shining gold attire,

Flushed was his face, and in so deep a wise

That the whole seashore seemed to be on fire;

And I beheld the dew of early morn

Awake the rose to such a vivid hue

That distant vision would indeed have sworn

A flame was kindled on the green stalk too.

And I beheld how for young April there

The tender buds, as is their wont, did blow

Sweetly, O sweetly in their early pride;

And I beheld a lady, kind and fair,

Rose-gathering on the lawn at morning-glow.

She was far lovelier than all else beside.

Matteo Maria Boiardo, Sonnet III 

Già vidi uscir de l'onde una matina

il sol di ragi d'or tutto iubato,

e di tal luce in facia colorato

che ne incendeva tutta la marina;

e vidi a la rogiada matutina5

la rosa aprir d'un color sì infiamato

che ogni luntan aspetto avria stimato

che un foco ardesse ne la verde spina;

e vidi aprir a la stagion novella

la molle erbetta, sì come esser sòle10

vaga più sempre in giovenil etade;

e vidi una legiadra donna e bella

su l'erba coglier rose al primo sole

e vincer queste cose di beltade.









Leon Battista Alberti, 

from On Painting



Baldassare Castiglione, from Book III of The Courtier

And although my lord Gaspar has said that the same rules which are set the Courtier, serve also for the 

Lady, I am of another mind; for while some qualities are common to both and as necessary to man as to 

woman, there are nevertheless some others that befit woman more than man, and some are befitting man 

to which she ought to be wholly a stranger. The same I say of bodily exercises; but above all, methinks 

that in her ways, manners, words, gestures and bearing, a woman ought to be very unlike a man; for just 

as it befits him to show a certain stout and sturdy manliness, so it is becoming in a woman to have a soft 

and dainty tenderness with an air of womanly sweetness in her every movement, which, in her going or 

staying or saying what you will, shall always make her seem the woman, without any likeness of a man. 

" Now, if this precept be added to the rules that these gentlemen have taught the Courtier, I certainly 

think she ought to be able to profit by many of them, and to adorn herself with admirable 

accomplishments, as my lord Gaspar says. For I believe that many faculties of the mind are as necessary 

to woman as to man; likewise gentle birth, to avoid affectation, to be naturally graceful in all her doings, 

to be mannerly, clever, prudent, not arrogant, not envious, not slanderous, not vain, not quarrelsome, not 

silly, to know how to win and keep the favour of her mistress and of all others, to practise well and 

gracefully the exercises that befit women. I am quite of the opinion, too, that beauty is more necessary 

to her than to the Courtier, for in truth that woman lacks much who lacks beauty. Then, too, she ought to 

be more circumspect and take greater care not to give occasion for evil being said of her, and so to act 

that she may not only escape a stain of guilt but even of suspicion, for a woman has not so many ways 

of defending herself against false imputations as has a man.



" Laying aside, then, those faculties of the mind that she ought to have in common with the Courtier 

(such as prudence, magnanimity, continence, and many others), and likewise those qualities that befit 

all women (such as kindness, discretion, ability to manage her husband's property and her house and 

children if she be married, and all those capacities that are requisite in a good housewife), I say that in 

a lady who lives at court methinks above all else a certain pleasant affability is befitting, whereby she 

may be able to entertain politely every sort of man with agreeable and seemly converse, suited to the 

time and place, and to the rank of the person with whom she may speak, uniting with calm and 

modest manners, and with that seemliness which should ever dispose all her actions, a quick vivacity 

of spirit whereby she may show herself alien to all indelicacy; but with such a kindly manner as shall 

make us think her no less chaste, prudent and benign, than agreeable, witty and discreet: and so she 

must preserve a certain mean (difficult and composed almost of contraries), and must barely touch 

certain limits but not pass them. " Thus, in her wish to be thought good and pure, the Lady ought not 

to be so coy and seem so to abhor company and talk that are a little free, as to take her leave as soon 

as she finds herself therein; for it might easily be thought that she was pretending to be thus austere in 

order to hide something about herself which she feared others might come to know; and such prudish 

manners are always odious.



To sum up what I have endeavoured to set forth. That high standard of education 

to which I referred at the outset is only to be reached by one who has seen many 

things and read much. Poet, Orator, Historian, and the rest, all must be studied, 

each must contribute a share. Our learning thus becomes full, ready, varied and 

elegant, available for action or for discourse in all subjects. But to enable us to 

make effectual use of what we know we must add to our knowledge the power of 

expression. These two sides of learning, indeed, should not be separated: they 

afford mutual aid and distinction. Proficiency in literary form, not accompanied 

by broad acquaintance with facts and truths, is a barren attainment; whilst 

information, however vast, which lacks all grace of expression, would seem to be 

put under a bushel or partly thrown away. Indeed, one may fairly ask what 

advantage it is to possess profound and varied learning if one cannot convey it in 

language worthy of the subject. Where, however, this double capacity exists—

breadth of learning and grace of style—we allow the highest title so distinction 

and to abiding fame. If we review the great names of ancient [Greek and Roman] 

literature, Plato, Democritus, Aristotle, Theophrastus, Varro, Cicero, 

Seneca, Austustine, Jerome, Lactantius, we shall find it hard to say whether we 

admire more their attainments or their literary power.

Leonardo Bruni, from On Learning and Literature


